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Roger is too jolly to be a pirate. He does not scowl, growl, or strike fear
into sailors' hearts like his pirate friends. So poor Roger is sent away
whenever there is any real pirating to be done. Then one day, in the
middle of a great battle, Jolly Roger cooks up a wonderful idea . . . and
pirate ships will never be the same again!
The Jolly Postman has a strange day with some very unusual letters, or
has he just been dreaming? Suggested level: junior, primary.
Cakes, cookies or pie? A rivalry among local bakers is the basis for this
deliciously sweet, off-the-wall picture book. Monsieur Oliphant's cake
shop, the only bakery game in town, has long had customers lining up
outside its door for Oliphant's delicious jelly rolls and marvelous
wedding cakes . . . until the day cookie concocter Mademoiselle Fée
takes over the old shoemaker's shop. And it isn't long before the divine
piemaker Madame Clotilde soon moves into the old bric-a-brac shop.
Three different bakers all trying to outclass one another means their
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little cul-de-sac is packed with customers every day and night, so, one
morning, when everyone is bumpling and jostling each other with their
cakes, cookies and pies, a food disaster -- a massacre of cream, a
devastation of crumbs -- is inevitable! Only one little girl has the drive
(or appetite?) to find a solution, but can it last? This madcap tale of
frenzied cooks and zany eats (and one very lucky town) will delight
readers with a sweet tooth of any age!
Iz and Norb are best friends that discover a mysterious box. Follow
along as they try to find the owner and learn not to trust every rumor
they hear. This call-and-response rhyming adventure is fun to read and
great for bonding with your own little monster. This is the second book
in the Iz and Norb kids book series.
The Folk of the Faraway Tree
Where Are You?
Jolly Good Food
A children's cookbook inspired by the stories of Enid Blyton
Miss Holly Is Too Jolly!
Enid Blyton's Summer Stories
The third book in the magical Faraway Tree series by one of the world's most popular children's
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authors, Enid Blyton. The mischievious Connie comes to enjoy a few days with Joe, Beth and
Frannie while her mother is sick. Connie refuses to believe in the Faraway Tree or the magical
folk who live in it, even when the Angry Pixie throws ink at her! Join the children and their friends
Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they discover which new land is at the top of
the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-YouPlease? Come on an amazing adventure! First published in 1946, this edition contains the
original text. Inside illustrations are by Jan McCafferty, and the cover by Mark Beech (2014).
Barnaby Jones uses his imagination and household supplies, including a hockey stick and fan,
to build a craft that he can fly into the sky.
A memoir about the recovery from alcoholism, habitual drug use and mental illness, from
broadcaster, and co-founder and editor of The Quietus website, John Doran. Jolly Lad is a
memoir about the recovery from alcoholism, habitual drug use and mental illness. It is also
about the healing power of music, how memory defines us, the redemption offered by
fatherhood and what it means to be working class. “This is not a 'my drink and drug hell' kind of
book for several reasons—the main one being that I had, for the most part, had a really good
time drinking. True, a handful of pretty appalling things have happened to me and some people
that I know or used to know over the years. But I have, for the most part, left them out of this
book as they are not illuminating, not edifying and in some cases concern other people who
aren't here to consent to their appearance. Instead this book concentrates on what you face
after the drink and the drugs have gone.” Jolly Lad is about gentrification; being diagnosed
bipolar; attending Alcoholics Anonymous; living in a block of flats on a housing estate in
London; the psychological damage done by psychedelic drugs; depression; DJing; factory work;
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friendship; growing old; hallucinations; street violence and obsessive behaviour—especially
regarding music and art.
A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook filled with delicious, healthful recipes created for
everyone on a tight budget. While studying food policy as a master’s candidate at NYU, Leanne
Brown asked a simple yet critical question: How well can a person eat on the $4 a day given by
SNAP, the U.S. government’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program informally known as
food stamps? The answer is surprisingly well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled Pork,
Green Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya, Beet and Chickpea Salad—even
desserts like Coconut Chocolate Cookies and Peach Coffee Cake. In addition to creating
nutritious recipes that maximize every ingredient and use economical cooking methods, Ms.
Brown gives tips on shopping; on creating pantry basics; on mastering certain staples—pizza
dough, flour tortillas—and saucy extras that make everything taste better, like spice oil and
tzatziki; and how to make fundamentally smart, healthful food choices. The idea for Good and
Cheap is already proving itself. The author launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and
fund the buy one/give one model. Hundreds of thousands of viewers watched her video and
donated $145,000, and national media are paying attention. Even high-profile chefs and food
writers have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted the link to the campaign; Francis
Lam, who called it “Terrific!”; and Michael Pollan, who cited it as a “cool kickstarter.” In the
same way that TOMS turned inexpensive, stylish shoes into a larger do-good movement, Good
and Cheap is poised to become a cookbook that every food lover with a conscience will
embrace.
The Adventurous Four Again
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How I Became a Pirate
Contains 27 classic tales
Treasury of Bedtime Stories
Sweet Dreams Indiana
The Runaway Dinner

A stunning collection of favourite bedtime stories from one
of the world's best-loved storytellers. With gorgeous fullcolour illustrations by Becky Cameron throughout. Both a
gorgeous collection for fans of Enid Blyton and a striking
introduction to her work for new readers, this glorious
collection contains over 300 pages of beautifully
illustrated short stories to read and share at bedtime.
Each short story stands alone and takes the reader on a
brand-new adventure. From the pixie seamstress who makes
dresses for the Fairy Queen, to the little boy who turns
into a steam engine, meet a host of magic and memorable
characters, brought to life by Becky Cameron's charming
illustrations. The stories appeared in magazines and
anthologies published between 1920-1960 and some are
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collected here for the first time! Look out for these other
gorgeous Enid Blyton gift books: Enid Blyton's Magical
Treasury The Famous Five Treasury Jolly Good Food (a
children's cook book) Favourite Stories from Enid Blyton *
Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered
Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No trademark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express
written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
It is the year 4022; all of the ancient country of Usa has
been buried under many feet of detritus from a catastrophe
that occurred back in 1985. Imagine, then, the excitement
that Howard Carson, an amateur archeologist at best,
experienced when in crossing the perimeter of an abandoned
excavation site he felt the ground give way beneath him and
found himself at the bottom of a shaft, which, judging from
the DO NOT DISTURB sign hanging from an archaic doorknob,
was clearly the entrance to a still-sealed burial chamber.
Carson's incredible discoveries, including the remains of
two bodies, one of then on a ceremonial bed facing an altar
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that appeared to be a means of communicating with the Gods
and the other lying in a porcelain sarcophagus in the Inner
Chamber, permitted him to piece together the whole fabric
of that extraordinary civilization.
Jolly Good FoodA Children's Cookbook Inspired by the
Stories of Enid BlytonHodder Children's Books
From Leah Garrad-Cole, founder of the prominent Love Child
Organics brand of baby and children's foods, comes an alloccasions first book of recipes and parent-tested advice on
how to feed your children wholesome and delicious foods
that the entire family will enjoy. It All Begins With Food.
That's the Love Child Organics motto, a philosophy that was
born of the desire to provide delicious and nutritious
foods for babies and children and to encourage a lifelong
love of healthy eating. Leah Garrad-Cole's cookbook expands
on this mission, providing simple-to-make, healthy recipes
for everything from baby foods to baked goods, and finger
foods to family meals. You'll find inspiration for
preparing the everyday essentials--breakfast, lunch, and
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dinner--and innovative ways to create healthier versions of
processed foods and celebratory treats for special
occasions, as well as tips on stocking your pantry so
you're ready for anything. Leah's own experiences as a
mother and special education teacher have taught her how
and what kids like to eat best. With an unwavering focus on
replacing ingredients that have little nutritional value
with ones that are nutritionally dense, the book includes a
range of delicious recipes, from Cheesy Veggie Mash,
Roasted Sweet Potato Fries, Mini Baked Frittatas, and
Chunky Chicken Noodle and Superfood Soup, to Overnight
Strawberry Cocoa Oatmeal, Omega Monkey Milkshake, and
Raspberry Vanilla Heart Cookies. Leah also provides recipes
for supermarket favorites, like Cheesy Little Crackers,
allowing families to consume homemade versions of everyday
staples without having to spend too much time in the
kitchen. Her adaptable, easy-going recipes and tips will be
invaluable to anyone with young children. Packed with
vibrant photography, up-to-date information, and practical
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advice on how to encourage healthy family eating, this book
will quickly become a go-to guide for cooking with love: of
food and family.
The Secret Lives of Garden Bees
The Children's Step by Step Cookbook
It Happened on Sweet Street
Who is Boo?: An Iz and Norb Children's Book
Declan and the Christmas Bell (Personalized Books for
Children)
A Child's Guide to Whittling in the Woodland
Declan is a clever penguin in this adorable Christmas book for young children. Declan
and the Christmas Bell is filled with delightful holiday characters: jolly elves, busy
snowmen, helpful reindeer, happy bears, festive owls, flying angels, joyful carolers,
and, of course, Santa Claus! Told with colorful illustrations and lighthearted rhymes,
children have fun developing essential pre-reading skills necessary for success in
school. It makes a great gift for any child, but especially for a "Declan" because he is
the star of this book, and his name is featured throughout. Pair with companion coloring
book, Declan and the Christmas Bell & Declan and the Mystery of the Missing Bear
Coloring Book for an extra special gift! Note that this book is available with many other
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popular names!
Disaster reigns when A.J. participates in the school's holiday pageant celebrating
Christmas, Hanukkah, and Kwanzaa.
Giving your child the best possible start in life includes the food you offer them every
single day. One Handed Cooks: How to raise a healthy, happy eater provides simple
recipes that are enticing, varied and highly nutritious, as well as plenty of practical
advice to help you successfully navigate your child's journey with solid foods. Learn
how to avoid the trap of fussy eating, and ways to manage the common challenges that
parents face, from spoon refusal to teething issues, throwing food and gagging. Above
all, learn how to set your child up with a positive relationship with food and healthy
eating habits that will last a lifetime.
Jeremy Jacob joins Braid Beard and his pirate crew and finds out about pirate
language, pirate manners, and other aspects of their life.
The Railway Girls
The Little Engine that Could
Motel of the Mysteries
365 Bedtime Stories
Bon Appetit!
Roger, the Jolly Pirate

Peter's been invited to go on a safari. He's brought: 1. Uncle
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Nigel, who's an explorer 2. hiking shorts 3. a canteen But what
he will need most is a bit of gumption. (Gumption: n. Courage;
spunk; fortitude; resourcefulness; good sense.) Oh,
wait...there are crocodiles in the river? Then he might need a
lot of it!
The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the
girls) and then become involved in the community Christmas
pageant.
This nostalgic cookery book takes you back to the children's
books of yesteryear - for example, Enid Blyton, Pippi
Longstocking, 'What Katy Did' - and shows how to cook the feelgood foods that feature so strongly in them.
A wonderful selection of 27 short stories about holidays by one
of the world's best-loved children's authors, Enid Blyton. Ideal
for reading aloud, or for children from about 7 years old to
read alone. School's out! So go on a picnic, visit the seaside or
throw coconuts at the fair in this enchanting collection of
stories perfect for summer holidays. Enid Blyton has been
delighting readers for more than seventy years with her
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endless summers of magic, fun and adventure. Enid's bestloved characters include Noddy the wooden boy, Timmy the
dog from The Famous Five and the mischievous twins Pat and
Isabel O'Sullivan from the much-loved boarding school series
St Clare's! This collection contains the original stories dating
back to the 1940s: The Fish That Got Away; The Enchanted
Toadstool; Jimmy and the Elephant Man; The Little Button
Elves; The Girl Who Was Left Behind; A Story of Magic
Strawberries; The Marvellous Pink Vase; When Mollie Missed
the Bus; A Bit of Good Luck; The Surprising Buns; Pretty-Star
the Pony; The Stolen Shadow; On Jimmy's Birthday; Bonzo Gets
Into Trouble; The Roundabout Man; The Fairies' Shoemaker;
Something Funny Going On; The Little Toy-Maker; Billy's
Bicycle; That Girl Next Door!; The Boy Who Never Put Things
Back; Policeman Billy; Think Hard, Boatman; The Wishing
Spells; The Girl Who Had Hiccups; Christina's Kite; The
Galloping Seahorse
A Mermaid's Tale
One Handed Cooks
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Eat Well on $4/Day
The Story of the Blue Planet
The Best Christmas Pageant Ever
Jolly Lad
This beautifully illustrated bedtime book helps your child understand the people and places that make up
the state of Indiana. As children say goodnight to the animals that call the state home, they form lasting
connections to the real-world environments and ecosystems around them. Even the most reluctant
sleeper can?t resist the lyrical sentences and soothing illustrations. Sure to become your child?s favorite
bedtime story, Sweet Dreams Indiana travels through the Crossroads of America throughout a day and
year to lull your little one to sleep. With tough-to-tear papers, this book is durable enough for lots of
learning fun.
In the tradition of The Stupids, Meet the Dullards is a clever and irreverent picture book about a
comically boring family, from bestselling author Sara Pennypacker and illustrator Daniel Salmieri. Their
home is boring. Their food is plain. Their lives are monotonous. And Mr. and Mrs. Dullard like it that
way. But their children—Blanda, Borely, and Little Dud—have other ideas. . . . Never has dullness been so
hilarious than in this deadpan, subversive tale.
Brimir and Hulda are best friends who live on a small island on a beautiful blue planet where there are
only children and no adults. Their planet is wild and at times dangerous, but everything is free, everyone
is their friend, and each day is more exciting than the last. One day a rocket ship piloted by a strangelooking adult named Gleesome Goodday crashes on the beach. His business card claims he is a
“Dream.ComeTrueMaker and joybringer,” and he promises to make life a hundred times more fun with
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sun-activated flying powder and magic-coated skin so that no one ever has to bathe again. Goodday even
nails the sun in the sky and creates a giant wolf to chase away the clouds so it can be playtime all the
time. In exchange for these wonderful things, Goodday asks only for a little bit of the children’s
youth—but what is youth compared to a lot more fun? The children are so enamored with their new
games that they forget all the simple activities they used to love. During Goodday’s great flying
competition, Hulda and Brimir fly too high to the sun and soar to the other side of planet, where they
discover it is dark all the time and the children are sickly and pale. Hulda and Brimir know that without
their help, the pale children will die, but first they need to get back to their island and convince their
friends that Gleesome Goodday is not all that he seems. A fantastical adventure, beautifully told, unfolds
in a deceptively simple tale. The Story of the Blue Planet will delight and challenge readers of all ages.
Iz and Norb are best friends, racing to see who can get in the silliest situation. When Iz takes things a bit
too far, Norb helps her get back on her feet and push past her fears. This call-and-response, rhyming
adventure is fun to read and great for bonding with your own little monster. This is the first book in the
Iz and Norb kid's book series.
Jolly Roger
The Flying Hockey Stick
Jolly Good Food! the Enid Blyton Children's Cookbook Enid Blyton Cookbook
Good and Cheap
Meet the Dullards
Gumption!
Two cousins spend an adventurous summer on a ranch on the Hungarian
plains.
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A picture book biography of Julia Child, the famous chef
Delicious and easy recipes, inspired by the beloved stories by Enid
Blyton. Bake your own pop-cakes and google buns, and wash them down
with homemade ginger beer! Have you ever dreamed of having picnics
with the Famous Five, midnight feasts with the Malory Towers girls or
party teas with the Folk of the Faraway Tree? With this cookbook,
inspired by Enid Blyton's stories, you can! Packed full of yummy
recipes, lively artwork and extracts from Enid Blyton's stories, this
cookbook will inspire children - and the whole family - to get busy in
the kitchen. It's the perfect way to share the pleasure of making and
eating food with your child. There are 42 exciting new recipes
designed by top chef and Junior Bake Off TV judge, Allegra McEvedy,
with fabulous illustrations by Mark Beech and glorious food
photography too.
A friendly, accessible guide into the weird, but wonderful world of
bees in the gardens of the UK. From the common or garden bumblebees
that nest in bird boxes, compost heaps, and old mouse holes making
“Winnie the Pooh” style honey pots to feed their babes; to the quirky
wool carder bee, a solitary bee that combs the fluff from garden
plants to line her brood cells; and the amazing leaf cutter bee that
carves chunks out of plant foliage to seal its egg chambers . . . This
book will reveal the secrets and fascinating lives of the bees that
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live and breed in your garden, from buzz pollination, to the bee
robbers that cheat the plants and steal nectar by stealth. With a
chapter per season to explore what you are likely to see in your
garden, great plants to grow to help them, plus other fascinating
information on these secretive creatures, this book is designed to
bring alive the world of garden before your very eyes. “The colorful
narrative radiates the authors love for bees and is punctuated with
heaps of beautiful photographs. Easily read from cover to cover or
dipped in to when in need of bee identification.” —Sunday Express (UK)
The Enchanted Castle
An Iz and Norb Children's Book
Forest Craft
Their bond will see them through
It All Begins with Food
The Jolly Pocket Postman
When the other engines refuse, the Little Blue Engine tries to pull a stranded train full of toys and good food
over the mountain.
Here are all the most famous and most enjoyable bedtime stories under one cover. Included among those
stories are Aladin and His Lamp, Sinbad the Sailor, and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. These stories will
keep you awake, wondering what happens next. 365 Bedtime Stories in all.
"In today's hectic world, many of us are looking for ways to slow down, take time out, and calm our busy
minds. The benefits of doing this are well documented for overworked adults. However, there's an
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increasing focus on how much children can gain from regular, quiet, meditative practice. An absorbing
pastime like whittling in a peaceful woodland setting offers exactly that. With an emphasis on safety and
adult supervision, this book presents a range of simple and fun projects that children can make and enjoy
hours of play with afterwards--projects such as a kazoo, mini furniture, duck call, whimmy diddle, rhythm
sticks and elder wand."--Publisher's website.
More than fifty easy-to-follow recipes for young chefs teach basic cooking skills and safety tips, with fullcolor photographs of ingredients, utensils, and cooking techniques. By the author of My First Cookbook.
Cherry Cake and Ginger Beer
From Baby's First Foods to Wholesome Family Meals: Over 120 Delicious Recipes for Clean Eating and
Healthy Living
The Delicious Life of Julia Child
The Best Ever Baking Book
The Good Master
Book 3

Tom, Jill, Mary, and their best friend, fisherboy Andy, are off on another
smashing holiday trip in Andy's boat - a trip along the rugged Scottish coast to
a lonely cliff where they can watch birds and camp for a night. However,
things at the lonely cliff are not as they seem, and the mysterious happenings
soon throw the four into another thrilling adventure...
From the seas of antiquity to the city streets of today, A Mermaid's Tale
explores the myth and meanings of the mermaid. Beginning with Melusina,
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the bathing mermaid par excellence, Amanda Adams goes on to describe the
seductive sirens and their honeyed songs, the powerful Arctic sea goddess
Sedna, and the long-haired rusalki or Russian lore, among other legendary
mermaids. As she tells their stories, she also expresses a love of the mermaid
that surely no sea-bound sailor could ever match. Grounded in cultural
anthropology, folklore studies, and intellectual rigor, A Mermaid's Tale also
draws on literature, poetry, and mythology for its insights. It is a book filled
with depth and detail as it describes Adam's swim through the ocean of her
own life in search of the unusual, the beautiful, and the perfectly
extraordinary.
The first novel in the wonderful new Railway Girls series, perfect for fans of
Nancy Revell and Ellie Dean. _____________________ 'Stunning writing [and]
perfectly paced' Frost Magazine 'A story of true friendship, love, loss and
trust' Candis _____________________ In February, 1922, at the western-most
entrance to Victoria Station in Manchester, a massive plaque was unveiled.
Beneath a vast tiled map showing the lines of the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway network, a series of seven bronze panels recorded the names of the
men of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway who gave their lives for King
and Country in the Great War - a total of 1,460 names. In March, 1940, a
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group of women of varying ages and backgrounds, stand in front of the
memorial, ready to do their bit in this new World War... _____________________
Mabel is determined to make a fresh start as a railway girl where no one will
know the terrible thing she did and she can put her guilt behind her... Or is
she just running away? Meanwhile Joan will never be as good as her sister, or
so her Gran keeps telling her. A new job as a station clerk could be just the
thing she needs to forget her troubles at home. And Dot is further into her
forties than she cares to admit. Her beloved sons are away fighting and her
husband - well, the less said about him the better. Ratty old sod. She is
anxious to become a railway girl just like her dear mam - anything to feel she
is supporting the sons she prays for every night. The three women start off as
strangers, but soon form an unbreakable bond that will get them through the
toughest of times... _____________________ **Maisie's brand new novel THE
RAILWAY GIRLS IN LOVE is available to pre-order now. Just search:
9781787463981**
The Enchanted Castle (1907) is a children’s fantasy novel by English writer
Edith Nesbit. Using elements of magic and mystery familiar to readers of her
beloved Bastable and Psammead Trilogies, Nesbit crafts a tale of wonder and
adventure for children and adults alike. While on a school holiday, children
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Jerry, Jimmy, and Kathy explore the open landscape of rural southwestern
England. One day, they discover an immense country estate, designed like an
ancient castle and complete with towers, gardens, groves, and even a lake. In
the middle of its central rose garden, they find a maze at the end of which a
young girl lies asleep. Waking, she reveals that she is the princess of the
castle, and agrees to show them some of its mysteries. One of these is the ring
of invisibility, which, when she slips it on her finger to demonstrate its power,
actually works. Startled, the princess reveals that she is really the
housekeeper’s niece, and admits that she was only fooling around. Scared at
first, the children begin to experiment with the ring, unleashing its powers in
fantastic and terrifying ways. The Enchanted Castle is an entertaining,
endearing novel, a masterpiece of mystery and adventure with enough
excitement to ignite the wonder of children, and to fill any adult with a sense
of childish wonder. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of Edith Nesbit’s The Enchanted Castle is a
classic of English children’s literature reimagined for modern readers.
A Children's Cookbook Inspired by the Stories of Enid Blyton
A Personal Search For Love and Lore
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Banjo is about to tuck into his sausage when it jumps right up off the plate and
runs away. But the sausage - whose name is Melvin - isn't alone. He's followed
by the fork, the knife, the table, the French fries and even the peas. And so the
chase begins. Will Banjo ever catch up with his runaway dinner?
Looking for a fun introduction to baking for your little ones? Then turn to Jane
Bull's brilliant children's baking book. Turn your children into little bakers as they
come to know their creaming from their whisking, and their batter from their
dough. The Best Ever Baking Booktakes children on a step-by-step baking
experience, showing them how to whip up more than 10 baked treats, along with
the methods, equipment and terminology used in making them. Children will find
out how to make everything from bread and muffins to cakes and cookies. Then
they can get creative and messy as they follow tips on how to decorate. The Best
Ever Baking Bookis the perfect way to get kids excited about baking. Age range5-9
"Nine-year-old Roger is a miserable landlubber with a bad-tempered mother. So
when he sees a poster for a cabin boy to join the pirates, he jumps at the chance
- or he would have done if the pirates hadn't already bagged him! The next thing
he knows, Roger is on board the Golden Behind with a bunch of the smelliest,
hairiest, scariest pirates the world has ever seen - but will they be a match for
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Roger's mum?" -- Walker Books.
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